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Mercedes of Castile; Or, The Voyage to Cathay
James Fenimore Cooper 1883
Mercedes of Castile: Or, the Voyage to Cathay
Volume; James Fenimore Cooper 2018-02-05
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER Ultimate
Collection: 30+ Adventure Novels, Western
Classics & Sea Tales (Including Travel
Writings, Historical Works and Biographies)
- Illustrated James Fenimore Cooper
2017-05-29 Musaicum Books presents to you this
carefully created collection of James Fenimore
Cooper's renowned western classics, sea tales
and historical novels. This ebook has been
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designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all
devices. Content: Leatherstocking Tales: The
Deerslayer The Last of the Mohicans The
Pathfinder The Pioneers The Prairie The
Littlepage Manuscripts: Satanstoe The
Chainbearer The Redskins The Adventures of
Miles Wallingford: Afloat and Ashore Miles
Wallingford Other Novels: Precaution The Spy
The Pilot The Red Rover The Wept of Wish-tonWish The Water-Witch The Bravo The Headsman
The Monikins Homeward Bound Home as Found
Mercedes of Castile The Two Admirals The
Wing-and-Wing Autobiography of a PocketHandkerchief Wyandotté The Crater Jack Tier
The Oak Openings The Sea Lions James
Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851) was a prolific and
popular American writer of the early 19th
century. His historical romances of frontier and
Indian life in the early American days created a
unique form of American literature. Before
embarking on his career as a writer, Cooper
served in the U.S. Navy as a Midshipman, which
greatly influenced many of his novels and other
writings. The novel that launched his career was
The Spy, a tale about counterespionage set
during the Revolutionary War. He also wrote
numerous sea stories, and his best-known works
are five historical novels of the frontier period
known as the Leatherstocking Tales. Among his
most famous works is the Romantic novel The
Last of the Mohicans, often regarded as his
masterpiece.
Mercedes of Castile, Vol. 1 of 2 James Fenimore
Cooper 2015-07-03 Excerpt from Mercedes of
Castile, Vol. 1 of 2: Or the Voyage to Cathay So
much has been written of late years, touching
the discovery of America, that it would not be at
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all surprising should there exist a disposition in
a certain class of readers to deny the accuracy of
all the statements in this work. Some may refer
to history, with a view to prove that there never
were such persons as our hero and heroine, and
fancy that by establishing these facts, they
completely destroy the authenticity of the whole
book. In answer to this anticipated objection, we
will state, that after carefully perusing several of
the Spanish writers, from Cervantes to the
translator of the journal of Columbus, the Alpha
and Omega of peninsular literature, and after
having read both Irving and Prescott from
beginning to end, we do not find a syllable in
either of them, that we understand to be
conclusive evidence, or indeed to be any
evidence at all, on the portions of our subject
that are likely to be disputed. Until some solid
affirmative proof, therefore, can be produced
against us, we shall hold our case to be made
out, and rest our claims to be believed on the
authority of our own statements. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books. Find
more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition.
We do, however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully; any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
Novels: Mercedes of Castile James Fenimore
Cooper 1861
Old Ironsides James Fenimore Cooper 2008-04
James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851) was a
prolific and popular American writer of the early
19th century. He is particularly remembered as
a novelist, who wrote numerous sea-stories as
well as the historical romances known as the
Leatherstocking Tales, featuring frontiersman
Natty Bumppo. Among his most famous works is
the Romantic novel The Last of the Mohicans,
which many people consider his masterpiece.
Other works include Precaution (1820), The Spy
(1821), The Pioneers (1823), The Red Rover
(1828), The Wept of Wish-ton-Wish (1829), The
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Notions of a Traveling Bachelor (1828), The
Waterwitch (1830), The Bravo (1831), The
Monikins (1835), The American Democrat
(1835), Homeward Bound (1839), Home as
Found (1838), A History of the Navy of the
United States (1839), The Pathfinder (1840),
Mercedes of Castile (1840), The Deerslayer
(1841), Ned Myers (1843) and The Ways of the
Hour (1850).
The Complete Works of J. Cooper: Mercedes
of Castile James Fenimore Cooper 1893
Mercedes of Castile James Fenimore Cooper
1841
The Last of the Mohicans (Dodo Press) James
Fenimore Cooper 2007-09 James Fenimore
Cooper (1789-1851) was a prolific and popular
American writer of the early 19th century. He is
particularly remembered as a novelist, who
wrote numerous sea-stories as well as the
historical romances known as the
Leatherstocking Tales, featuring frontiersman
Natty Bumppo. Among his most famous works is
the Romantic novel The Last of the Mohicans,
which many people consider his masterpiece.
Other works include Precaution (1820), The Spy
(1821), The Pioneers (1823), The Red Rover
(1828), The Wept of Wish-ton-Wish (1829), The
Notions of a Traveling Bachelor (1828), The
Waterwitch (1830), The Bravo (1831), The
Monikins (1835), The American Democrat
(1835), Homeward Bound (1839), Home as
Found (1838), A History of the Navy of the
United States (1839), The Pathfinder (1840),
Mercedes of Castile (1840), The Deerslayer
(1841), Ned Myers (1843) and The Ways of the
Hour (1850).
Mercedes of Castile James Fenimore Cooper
2015-04-09 "Mercedes of Castile" from James
Fenimore Cooper. Prolific and popular American
writer of the early 19th century (1789-1851).
Mercedes of Castile J. Fenimore Cooper
2022-02-25 Reprint of the original, first
published in 1867.
Mercedes of Castile James Fenimore Cooper
1879
The Prairie James Fenimore Cooper 2007-09
James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851) was a
prolific and popular American writer of the early
19th century. He is particularly remembered as
a novelist, who wrote numerous sea-stories as
well as the historical romances known as the
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Leatherstocking Tales, featuring frontiersman
Natty Bumppo. Among his most famous works is
the Romantic novel The Last of the Mohicans,
which many people consider his masterpiece.
Other works include Precaution (1820), The Spy
(1821), The Pioneers (1823), The Red Rover
(1828), The Wept of Wish-ton-Wish (1829), The
Notions of a Traveling Bachelor (1828), The
Waterwitch (1830), The Bravo (1831), The
Monikins (1835), The American Democrat
(1835), Homeward Bound (1839), Home as
Found (1838), A History of the Navy of the
United States (1839), The Pathfinder (1840),
Mercedes of Castile (1840), The Deerslayer
(1841), Ned Myers (1843) and The Ways of the
Hour (1850).
The Lake Gun, and New York James Fenimore
Cooper 2007-09-01 James Fenimore Cooper
(1789-1851) was a prolific and popular American
writer of the early 19th century. He is
particularly remembered as a novelist, who
wrote numerous sea-stories as well as the
historical romances known as the
Leatherstocking Tales, featuring frontiersman
Natty Bumppo. Among his most famous works is
the Romantic novel The Last of the Mohicans,
which many people consider his masterpiece.
Other works include Precaution (1820), The Spy
(1821), The Pioneers (1823), The Red Rover
(1828), The Wept of Wish-ton-Wish (1829), The
Notions of a Traveling Bachelor (1828), The
Waterwitch (1830), The Bravo (1831), The
Monikins (1835), The American Democrat
(1835), Homeward Bound (1839), Home as
Found (1838), A History of the Navy of the
United States (1839), The Pathfinder (1840),
Mercedes of Castile (1840), The Deerslayer
(1841), Ned Myers (1843) and The Ways of the
Hour (1850).
MERCEDES OF CASTILE OR THE VOY James
Fenimore 1789-1851 Cooper 2016-08-29 This
work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public
mercedes-of-castile

domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
TALES OF THE SEA – Premium Collection: 12
Maritime Adventure Novels in One Volume
(Illustrated) James Fenimore Cooper 2016-07-05
This carefully crafted ebook: "TALES OF THE
SEA – Premium Collection: 12 Maritime
Adventure Novels in One Volume (Illustrated)” is
formatted for your eReader with a functional and
detailed table of contents: Novels: The Pilot: A
Tale of the Sea The Red Rover: A Tale The
Water-Witch: The Skimmer of the Seas
Homeward Bound: The Chase (A Tale of the Sea)
Home as Found: Sequel to Homeward Bound
Mercedes of Castile: The Voyage to Cathay The
Two Admirals The Wing-and-Wing: Le Feu-Follet
(Jack o Lantern) Afloat and Ashore: A Sea Tale
Miles Wallingford: Sequel to Afloat and Ashore
Jack Tier: The Florida Reefs The Sea Lions: The
Lost Sealers Biography: Ned Myers: A Life
before the Mast James Fenimore Cooper
(1789-1851) was a prolific and popular American
writer of the early 19th century. His historical
romances of frontier and Indian life in the early
American days created a unique form of
American literature. Before embarking on his
career as a writer, Cooper served in the U.S.
Navy as a Midshipman, which greatly influenced
many of his novels and other writings. The novel
that launched his career was The Spy, a tale
about counterespionage set during the
Revolutionary War. He also wrote numerous sea
stories, and his best-known works are five
historical novels of the frontier period known as
the Leatherstocking Tales. Among his most
famous works is the Romantic novel The Last of
the Mohicans, often regarded as his
masterpiece.
The Works of James Fenimore Cooper:
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Down: Or Philosophy In Petticoats Selected Nonfiction A Residence In France Recollections Of
Europe The Chronicles Of Cooperstown Ned
Myers New York The Criticism Discourse On The
Life, Genius, And Writings Of James Fenimore
Cooper By W. C. Bryant Fenimore Cooper’s
Literary Offences By Mark Twain Books
Necessary For A Liberal Education By Wilkie
Collins Tales Of The Sea, 1898 By Joseph Conrad
Various Reviews By Carl Van Doren The
Biographies James Fenimore Cooper By Thomas
R. Lounsbury James Fenimore Cooper By Mary
E. Phillips Please visit www.delphiclassics.com
to browse through our range of exciting titles
Novels: Mercedes of Castile; or, The voyage
to Cathay James Fenimore Cooper 1902
Works of J. Fenimore Cooper: Oak openings.
Satanstoe. Mercedes of Castile James
Fenimore Cooper 1969 Library has vol. 1 and 2,
which includes (Vol. 1) The Deerslayer--The
Pathfinder--The Pioneers-- (Vol. 2) The Last of
the Mohicans--The Prairie--The Spy.
Mercedes of Castile, Or, The Voyage to
Cathay James Fenimore Cooper 1840
A Dictionary to the Novels of James Fenimore
Cooper Mitchell Eugene Summerlin 1987
The Spy James Fenimore Cooper 2007-09 James
Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851) was a prolific and
popular American writer of the early 19th
century. He is particularly remembered as a
novelist, who wrote numerous sea-stories as well
as the historical romances known as the
Leatherstocking Tales, featuring frontiersman
Natty Bumppo. Among his most famous works is
the Romantic novel The Last of the Mohicans,
which many people consider his masterpiece.
Other works include Precaution (1820), The Spy
(1821), The Pioneers (1823), The Red Rover
(1828), The Wept of Wish-ton-Wish (1829), The
Notions of a Traveling Bachelor (1828), The
Waterwitch (1830), The Bravo (1831), The
Monikins (1835), The American Democrat
(1835), Homeward Bound (1839), Home as
Found (1838), A History of the Navy of the
United States (1839), The Pathfinder (1840),
Mercedes of Castile (1840), The Deerslayer
(1841), Ned Myers (1843) and The Ways of the
Hour (1850).
The Collected Novels of James Fenimore
Cooper: 30 Western Classics, Adventure
Novels & Sea Tales (Illustrated) James

Mercedes of Castile James Fenimore Cooper
1896
Delphi Complete Works of James Fenimore
Cooper (Illustrated) James Fenimore Cooper
2013-11-17 James Fenimore Cooper's popular
historical romances of frontier and Indian life
created a unique form of American literature ,
spellbinding readers across both sides of the
Atlantic. For the first time in publishing history,
Delphi Classics presents Cooper's complete
FICTIONAL works, with numerous illustrations,
informative introductions and the usual Delphi
bonus material. (Version 1) * Beautifully
illustrated with images relating to Cooper's life
and works * Concise introductions to the novels
and other texts * ALL 32 novels, with individual
contents tables * Images of how the books were
first printed, giving your eReader a taste of the
original texts * Excellent formatting of the texts
* Famous works such as THE LAST OF THE
MOHICANS are illustrated with their original
artwork * Special contents table for THE
LEATHERSTOCKING TALES series of novels *
Includes Cooper's last novel THE WAYS OF THE
HOUR, first time in digital print * The complete
short stories, with rare tales appearing for the
first time * Includes Cooper's play and a
generous selection of non-fiction * Special
criticism section, with essays evaluating
Cooper's contribution to literature * Features
two biographies - discover Cooper's literary life *
Scholarly ordering of texts into chronological
order and literary genres Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our
range of exciting titles CONTENTS: The Novels
Precaution The Spy The Pioneers The Pilot
Lionel Lincoln The Last Of The Mohicans The
Prairie The Red Rover The Wept Of Wish-tonwish The Water-witch The Bravo The
Heidenmauer The Headsman: The Abbaye Des
Vignerons The Monikins Homeward Bound
Home As Found The Pathfinder Mercedes Of
Castile The Deerslayer The Two Admirals The
Wing-and-wing Wyandotté Afloat And Ashore
Miles Wallingford Satanstoe The Chainbearer
The Redskins The Crater Jack Tier The Oak
Openings The Sea Lions The Ways Of The Hour
The Shorter Fiction Tales For Fifteen: Or
Imagination And Heart No Steamboats An
Execution At Sea Autobiography Of A Pockethandkerchief The Lake Gun The Play Upside
mercedes-of-castile
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Fenimore Cooper 2016-07-05 This carefully
crafted ebook: "The Collected Novels of James
Fenimore Cooper: 30 Western Classics,
Adventure Novels & Sea Tales (Illustrated)” is
formatted for your eReader with a functional and
detailed table of contents: Leatherstocking
Tales: The Deerslayer The Last of the Mohicans
The Pathfinder The Pioneers The Prairie The
Littlepage Manuscripts: Satanstoe The
Chainbearer The Redskins The Adventures of
Miles Wallingford: Afloat and Ashore Miles
Wallingford Other Novels: Precaution The Spy
The Pilot The Red Rover The Wept of Wish-tonWish The Water-Witch The Bravo The Headsman
The Monikins Homeward Bound Home as Found
Mercedes of Castile The Two Admirals The
Wing-and-Wing Autobiography of a PocketHandkerchief Wyandotté The Crater Jack Tier
The Oak Openings The Sea Lions James
Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851) was a prolific and
popular American writer of the early 19th
century. His historical romances of frontier and
Indian life in the early American days created a
unique form of American literature. Before
embarking on his career as a writer, Cooper
served in the U.S. Navy as a Midshipman, which
greatly influenced many of his novels and other
writings. The novel that launched his career was
The Spy, a tale about counterespionage set
during the Revolutionary War. He also wrote
numerous sea stories, and his best-known works
are five historical novels of the frontier period
known as the Leatherstocking Tales. Among his
most famous works is the Romantic novel The
Last of the Mohicans, often regarded as his
masterpiece.
The Two Admirals James Fenimore Cooper
2007-09 James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851)
was a prolific and popular American writer of
the early 19th century. He is particularly
remembered as a novelist, who wrote numerous
sea-stories as well as the historical romances
known as the Leatherstocking Tales, featuring
frontiersman Natty Bumppo. Among his most
famous works is the Romantic novel The Last of
the Mohicans, which many people consider his
masterpiece. Other works include Precaution
(1820), The Spy (1821), The Pioneers (1823),
The Red Rover (1828), The Wept of Wish-tonWish (1829), The Notions of a Traveling
Bachelor (1828), The Waterwitch (1830), The
mercedes-of-castile
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Bravo (1831), The Monikins (1835), The
American Democrat (1835), Homeward Bound
(1839), Home as Found (1838), A History of the
Navy of the United States (1839), The Pathfinder
(1840), Mercedes of Castile (1840), The
Deerslayer (1841), Ned Myers (1843) and The
Ways of the Hour (1850).
Cooper's Novels James Fenimore Cooper
2018-10-11 This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Tales for Fifteen James Fenimore Cooper
2007-09-01 James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851)
was a prolific and popular American writer of
the early 19th century. He is particularly
remembered as a novelist, who wrote numerous
sea-stories as well as the historical romances
known as the Leatherstocking Tales, featuring
frontiersman Natty Bumppo. Among his most
famous works is the Romantic novel The Last of
the Mohicans, which many people consider his
masterpiece. Other works include Precaution
(1820), The Spy (1821), The Pioneers (1823),
The Red Rover (1828), The Wept of Wish-tonWish (1829), The Notions of a Traveling
Bachelor (1828), The Waterwitch (1830), The
Bravo (1831), The Monikins (1835), The
American Democrat (1835), Homeward Bound
(1839), Home as Found (1838), A History of the
Navy of the United States (1839), The Pathfinder
(1840), Mercedes of Castile (1840), The
Deerslayer (1841), Ned Myers (1843) and The
Ways of the Hour (1850).
The Pioneers James Fenimore Cooper 2007-09
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James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851) was a
prolific and popular American writer of the early
19th century. He is particularly remembered as
a novelist, who wrote numerous sea-stories as
well as the historical romances known as the
Leatherstocking Tales, featuring frontiersman
Natty Bumppo. Among his most famous works is
the Romantic novel The Last of the Mohicans,
which many people consider his masterpiece.
Other works include Precaution (1820), The Spy
(1821), The Pioneers (1823), The Red Rover
(1828), The Wept of Wish-ton-Wish (1829), The
Notions of a Traveling Bachelor (1828), The
Waterwitch (1830), The Bravo (1831), The
Monikins (1835), The American Democrat
(1835), Homeward Bound (1839), Home as
Found (1838), A History of the Navy of the
United States (1839), The Pathfinder (1840),
Mercedes of Castile (1840), The Deerslayer
(1841), Ned Myers (1843) and The Ways of the
Hour (1850).
Mercedes of Castile; Or, The Voyage to Cathay
(Illustrated) James Fenimore Cooper 2014-04-30
Whether we take the pictures of the inimitable
Cervantes, or of that scarcely less meritorious
author from whom Le Sage has borrowed his
immortal tale, for our guides; whether we
confide in the graver legends of history, or put
our trust in the accounts of modern travellers,
the time has scarcely ever existed when the inns
of Spain were good, or the roads safe. These are
two of the blessings of civilization which the
people of the peninsula would really seem
destined never to attain; for, in all ages, we
hear, or have heard, of wrongs done the
traveller equally by the robber and the host. If
such are the facts to-day, such also were the
facts in the middle of the fifteenth century, the
period to which we desire to carry back the
reader in imagination. At the commencement of
the month of October, in the year of our Lord
1469, John of Trastamara reigned in Aragon,
holding his court at a place called Zaragosa, a
town lying on the Ebro, the name of which is
supposed to be a corruption of Cæsar Augustus,
and a city that has become celebrated in our
own times, under the more Anglicised term of
Saragossa, for its deeds in arms. John of
Trastamara, or, as it was more usual to style
him, agreeably to the nomenclature of kings,
John II., was one of the most sagacious
mercedes-of-castile

monarchs of his age; but he had become
impoverished by many conflicts with the
turbulent, or, as it may be more courtly to say,
the liberty-loving Catalonians; had frequently
enough to do to maintain his seat on the throne;
possessed a party-colored empire that included
within its sway, besides his native Aragon with
its dependencies of Valencia and Catalonia,
Sicily and the Balearic Islands, with some very
questionable rights in Navarre. By the will of his
elder brother and predecessor, the crown of
Naples had descended to an illegitimate son of
the latter, else would that kingdom have been
added to the list. The King of Aragon had seen a
long and troubled reign, and, at this very
moment, his treasury was nearly exhausted by
his efforts to subdue the truculent Catalans,
though he was nearer a triumph than he could
then foresee, his competitor, the Duke of
Lorraine, dying suddenly, only two short months
after the precise period chosen for the
commencement of our tale. But it is denied to
man to look into the future, and on the 9th of the
month just mentioned, the ingenuity of the royal
treasurer was most sorely taxed, there having
arisen an unexpected demand for a considerable
sum of money, at the very moment that the army
was about to disband itself for the want of pay,
and the public coffers contained only the very
moderate sum of three hundred Enriques, or
Henrys-a gold coin named after a previous
monarch, and which had a value not far from
that of the modern ducat, or our own quarter
eagle. The matter, however, was too pressing to
be deferred, and even the objects of the war
were considered as secondary to those
connected with this suddenly-conceived, and
more private enterprise. Councils
Cooper's Novels: Mercedes of Castile James
Fenimore Cooper 1861
Mercedes of Castile; or The Voyage to Cathay
Cooper J.F.
Mercedes of Castile; Or, the Voyage to
Cathay. by J. Fenimore Cooper. James
Fenimore Cooper 2006-09-01 Although the
manner in which these words were uttered lent
them weight, the prelate fancied that the mind
of the navigator had got to be unsettled by his
long contemplation of a single subject. The only
things that left any doubt concerning the
accuracy of this opinion, were the method and
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science with which he had often maintained,
even in his own presence, the reasonableness of
his geographical suppositions; arguments which,
though they had failed to convince one bent on
believing the projector a visionary, had
nevertheless greatly puzzled the listener.
Cooper's Novels: Mercedes of Castile; or, the
voyage to Cathay James Fenimore Cooper 1861
The Wing-and-Wing James Fenimore Cooper
2007-09 James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851)
was a prolific and popular American writer of
the early 19th century. He is particularly
remembered as a novelist, who wrote numerous
sea-stories as well as the historical romances
known as the Leatherstocking Tales, featuring
frontiersman Natty Bumppo. Among his most
famous works is the Romantic novel The Last of
the Mohicans, which many people consider his
masterpiece. Other works include Precaution
(1820), The Spy (1821), The Pioneers (1823),
The Red Rover (1828), The Wept of Wish-tonWish (1829), The Notions of a Traveling
Bachelor (1828), The Waterwitch (1830), The
Bravo (1831), The Monikins (1835), The
American Democrat (1835), Homeward Bound
(1839), Home as Found (1838), A History of the
Navy of the United States (1839), The Pathfinder
(1840), Mercedes of Castile (1840), The
Deerslayer (1841), Ned Myers (1843) and The
Ways of the Hour (1850).
Cooper's Novels: Mercedes of Castile James
Fenimore Cooper 1864
Mercedes of Castile, Or The Voyage to Cathay
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Cooper 1861
Mercedes of Castille James Fenimore Cooper
1873
Cooper's Novels James Fenimore Cooper
2015-12-13 This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important, and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see
the original copyright references, library stamps
(as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work.This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America,
and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important
enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
Oak openings. Satanstoe. Mercedes of Castile
James Fenimore Cooper 1892
Works: Lionel Lincoln, Mercedes of Castile
James Fenimore Cooper
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